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The increasing use of nanomaterials in consumer products leads to growing concern 
about their safe use and possible impact on human health and the environment, which 

needs to be addressed in the regulatory context. Nanomaterials are regulated within a 
broad range of regulatory frameworks such as REACH, the Biocidal Products 

Regulation, the Cosmetic Products Regulation (within the EU) and other chemical 
control schemes (outside the EU), including provisions for risk/safety assessment. 
During recent years there has been a tremendous increase in the number of scientific 

publications on the toxicity and fate of engineered nanomaterials. However, it has not 
been so far possible to reveal generalities for the toxic mechanisms of these materials, 

nor to determine their behaviour in complex media. Therefore the majority of studies 
address the individual level or sub-organismal effects during acute exposures. Studies 
with long-term or chronic exposures are scarce as are studies addressing effects on 

higher levels of biological organisation. As a consequence, it is still largely unknown 
whether the effects of ENMs observed at lower organizational levels, will in time 

translate into effects on populations, communities and ecosystems, which are the 
protection goals for environmental risk assessment. On top of this, measuring 
environmental concentrations of ENMs in complex media, especially sediment and soil, 

has proven difficult and is currently not possible on a routine basis. Consequently, the 
amount of studies performed to aid realistic predictions of nanomaterials fate and 

distribution among environmental compartments are still quite limited and often not 
spatially or temporally explicit, which restrict their use for predicting risk. Thus, the 

(regulatory) risk assessment of nanomaterials remains a scientific challenge for all 
stakeholders. Nevertheless, industry and authorities have to assess nanomaterials put 
on the market to ensure their safe use. The session aims to provide an overview of the 

state of the art of the environmental risk assessment of nanomaterials, with a 
particular focus on linking scientific outcomes to regulatory needs. We are inviting case 

studies on the environmental risk assessment of nanomaterials as well as work for the 
advancement of (regulatory) risk assessment, such as harmonisation of nomenclature, 
QSARs for nanomaterials, grouping, testing strategies, appropriate metrics, and 

approaches for a more realistic estimation of environmental exposure. Scientists from 
research organisations, industry and authorities are invited to present their experience 

and difficulties with regard to environmental risk assessment of nanomaterials and to 
share lessons learnt. And last but not least, based on current knowledge and 
understanding of fate and effects of nanomaterials, they are welcome to present their 

views on future research needs for addressing remaining uncertainties and data-gaps. 
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